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About This Content
Ride into battle atop a gleaming Obsidian Warhorse, exclusive to this great Paladins bundle!
Even better: You’ll get 3 MILLION Battle Pass XP to level up and unlock sweet loot. And you’ll get 200 Crystals to unlock your
favorite Skin, Emote, or Voice Pack!
The Obsidian Pack contains:
The Obsidian Warhorse Mount Skin
3 Million Battle Pass XP
200 Crystals
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Title: Paladins - Obsidian Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play
Developer:
Evil Mojo Games
Publisher:
Hi-Rez Studios
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2018
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 64-bit or newer
Processor: Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz or Athlon X2 2.7 GHz
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT
Storage: 30 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Turkish
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I dont play many turn based games, only played xcom and wasteland 2, this game has great aniimations and a cool art style with
some awesome music, although 8 hours in my save was chewed up but i have no problem playing it over again :). The story is
good and some very cool characters aswell, for 15$ its worth buying although id price it a bit higher. 10\/10. So I was running
along the side of the side of the church with my good friend Johnson, taking out jerries left and right. We eventually get to a
jeep and began to reload. Johnson tells me that he is terrified and wants to leave the battle. I tell him deserting is not an option
and that he would get shot for that. Just as I finish saying that a bullet passes through Johnson's abdomen, Johnson starts
screaming, "I'm hit! I'm Wounded!" I then watched in horror as blood spilled from his wound and Johnson screaming, "I want to
go home!" over and over. I realized he wasn't going to make it. As his eyes rolled back into his head, I closed his eyes and said,
"Sorry..." and ran off to continue the fight. I survived that day, but not without the memory of my best friend Johnson dying
right next to me.
That was my first game of HotW. The only words I can use to describe it is: Scary Realistic. RIP Johnson 1924-1943. If you
enjoy Point n Click games you MAY like this game
if you don't enjoy Point n Click games you will NOT like this game
It does have some charm but does also lack in many areas so even the most hardened fan may not even like this title i personally
didn't mind it as i got it cheap and was well worth the odd pound i paid
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=hEvWUF6GvPk. I hope you like looking for stuff in some places a lot of times. I wasn't
sure if I liked doing that so I tried this, it being free and all, and howdy I had a nice time looking for the things.
I tried another free one with puzzles but I am too stupid for puzzles, not a joke I actually am, so this was better.
It would be nice if someone could help this village of people learn to look after their stuff better. I only played it for like an hour
and change but it was staggering how many things they misplaced. Maybe they should keep a little journal saying where they last
put their nest or bellows or statue of a samurai or bit of coral, that would make things a lot better for them.
It seems like this is pretty playable without any IAP's unless you want to play for several hours straight but come on man, don't
you have some chores? Go rake up the leaves ya dingus.
All in all I had a nice relaxing time with this game and for no amount of dollars, which is my current budget for games, it is oh
so right.
7/7 misplaced oriental relics, would recommend.. Can you guys done make this game multiplayer so I can play online with
friends?
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Do not forget to eat, sleep and work while you're observing the monkeys! I died of hunger in the 2nd day and that was
unfortunate.. Thanks to the developers for the great game! I liked this game with its dynamics and combat system! I hope that
the continuation of this game will be released in the future!. If you grew up in the mid-90s when Sega Rally Championship was
the arcade racer to play then this pack is worth it for the Celica alone. It\u2019s everything I wanted and more. As with the
Quattro S1 E2, the Celica is perfectly suited for tearing around Trento Bondone and you\u2019ll probably finish with your
face aching from the stupid grin you\u2019ve held for minutes on end.
The other cars in the pack are a pleasant bonus. I was hoping for a new laser scanned track in the DLC following Porsche
Pack 3 (as fictional tracks don\u2019t interest me) but you get a lot for your money with the Ready To Race Pack.
Now I\u2019m just hoping the next DLC will deliver a new brand to the AC lineup *cough* Lancia *cough*. <(^_^<). When
you buy this just kill yourself pls don't buy this it's SHEIT
metacritic= 0.000000000000000
10\/10 ign i don't know why. Feels unfinished, confusing to play, and little to no players online.. Absolutely the best game
soundtrack I've ever heard. I like this game. Great route! Great Stocks! Nice buildings! I recommand it! Some bugs have
been found at the release and they have been fixed right after! Thanks! :). 10\/10 would cthulhu again
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